Technology Alliance Program

Innovate RPA better, Together
Innovation Hub from Coterie Solutions is the collaborative
innovation management software that helps companies
engage people to co-create ideas and bring them to life
Blue Prism’s Technology Alliance Program (TAP) partnership with Coterie Solutions adds Innovation
Hub capabilities to Blue Prism Robotic Process Automation (RPA) to speed the time from Ideas to RPA
deployments helping your RPA CoE achieve tangible payback consistently and with full visibility. This
integration with the Coterie Innovation Hub adds the critical skill of crowd sourcing and innovation
management to Blue Prism Intelligent Automation, giving enterprises the ability to ideate, justify and
assess getting more Blue Prism Digital Workers active to transform your automation practice.
Open innovation to any stakeholder
Open-up innovation. Engage everyone. Maintain control. Combine insights, skills and competencies
from inside and outside your organization. Combining standard best practices such as the Robotic
Operation Model with our automated ideation and innovation workflow, allows you to quickly organize,
engage and assess the best RPA opportunities.
The combination of the Coterie Innovation Hub and Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce lets enterprises take
a much deeper dive into hyper intelligent automation. If you are set to drive growth through innovation,
we will support you all the way through. We deliver the technology, set up your innovation process
together and help activating your innovation network.
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How it works. Combining the Blue Prism best practices to assess, discovery and document potential
automations with the structured engagement and workflow techniques of Innovation Hub. Customers
speed the time to identify and document the critical Assessment techniques to quickly get ideas to
automate. Using crowd sourcing to capture new ideas or using Innovation Radar adds a new dimension
to engage the community for greater success and payback for your automation practice. A few of the
key elements…
•

Challenges and Idea Management - An engaged crowd for stronger ideas, faster

•

Innovation Radar - Get signals and insights to trigger innovation

•

Engagement and Recognition - Inspire everyone's role in innovation

•

Innovation Analytics - Know what is happening. Act on time & in budget!

•

Innovation Opportunities - Test promising ideas without breaking the bank using the Blue Prism
assessments

•

Innovation Projects - Take the best ideas to the finish line

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
With an approach that emphasizes crowd sourcing ideas to reality, you'll find working with Coterie to be
about results. Your results!
Inspiration needs execution. Using agile and integrated social tools that doesn’t get in your way, with
just enough structure to create an experience that users love. Design your own innovation ecosystem to
connect, explore and develop ideas into tangible results.
As the pioneer of the most robust, secure, and highly scalable Digital Workforce, Blue Prism’s focus is on
delivering an agile workforce that follows rules-based business processes and interacts with systems in
the same way human users do – and that complements both traditional and leading edge IT solutions
such as business process management (BPM), OCR, AI, machine learning, and front- and back-office
productivity tools.
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Blue Prism & Coterie Innovation Hub: Unlock the Value of Community to accelerate
your Robotic Operating Model
As innovation specialists, Coterie technology focus is squarely on your innovation pipeline – applying a
proven set of tools to automate the identification, organization, valuation and assessment process. Your
automation practice will begin to fly.
Get rid of tracking your automation pipeline in spreadsheets or worse - email. One Hub with
personalized views to see all your ideas and project performance metrics in one dashboard.
Activate your human networks by giving your people/workforce the means to easily share what they
are discovering every day in the ‘real world’. Actively search for unforeseen improvement and
growth opportunities by channelling significant information into and throughout your organization.
Equip teams with simple and effective tools so they can focus on turning the most promising ideas
into actionable innovation opportunities.
.
The Blue Prism/Innovation Hub integration gives enterprises easy access to a proven process
assessment technique for an automated approach to your automation pipeline. – all while building an
automation community to enhance the proliferation of digital worker’s improving performance of
your organization. Coterie’s ability to digitize, organize, and deliver insights – plus Blue Prism RPA – lets
organizations easily automate innovation from end-to-end.

About Blue Prism
As the pioneer, innovator and market leader in Robotic Process Automation, Blue Prism (AIM: PRSM)
delivers the world’s most successful Digital Workforce. Blue Prism provides a scalable and robust
execution platform for best-of-breed AI and cognitive technologies and has emerged as the trusted and
secure RPA platform of choice for the Fortune 500. For more information, visit www.blueprism.com.
About Coterie Solutions
Inspiration needs execution. Using agile and integrated social tools, with just enough structure to create
an experience that users love. Design your own innovation ecosystem to connect, explore and develop
ideas into tangible results. Delivered as a Service Innovation Hub is wrapped in tested and trusted
solutions, expertise and knowledge transfer needed to get your results. Visit www.coteriesolutions.us
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